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ABSTRACT (249 words; max. 250).

Despite substantial progress in measuring the anatomical and functional variability of the human brain, little is
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known about the genetic and environmental causes of these variations. Here we developed an automated system to
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visualize genetic and environmental effects on brain structure in large brain MRI databases. We applied our multitemplate segmentation approach termed “Multi-Atlas Fluid Image Alignment” to fluidly propagate hand-labeled
parameterized surface meshes, labeling the lateral ventricles, in 3D volumetric MRI scans of 76 identical
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(monozygotic, MZ) twins (38 pairs; mean age = 24.6 (1.7SD)); and 56 same-sex fraternal (dizygotic, DZ) twins
(28 pairs; mean age = 23.0 (1.8SD)), scanned as part of a 5-year research study that will eventually study over
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1000 subjects. Mesh surfaces were averaged within subjects to minimize segmentation error. We fitted quantitative
genetic models at each of 30,000 surface points to measure the proportion of shape variance attributable to (1)

MA

genetic differences among subjects, (2) environmental influences unique to each individual, and (3) shared
environmental effects. Surface-based statistical maps, derived from path analysis, revealed patterns of heritability,
and their significance, in 3D. Path coefficients for the ‘ACE’ model that best fitted the data indicated significant
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contributions from genetic factors (A = 7.3%), common environment (C = 38.9%) and unique environment (E =
53.8%) to lateral ventricular volume. Earlier-maturing occipital horn regions may also be more genetically

PT

influenced than later-maturing frontal regions. Maps visualized spatially-varying profiles of environmental versus

image databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

CE

genetic influences. The approach shows promise for automatically measuring gene-environment effects in large

Imaging genetics is a rapidly growing research field, examining how genetic factors contribute to brain structure
and function. Several recent special issues of neuroscience and psychiatry journals have been devoted to studies
analyzing brain images with quantitative genetic models (e.g., Glahn et al., 2007a,b; Giedd et al., 2007; Blokland et
al., 2008). Several studies have associated brain structural differences with variations in individual genes, in either
diseased populations (Cannon et al., 2002) or healthy subjects (Chou et al., 2008). Maps of heritability coefficients
(Thompson et al., 2001), or genetic and environmental components of variance (Chiang et al., 2008) have been
applied not just to structural MRI, but also to diffusion tensor images (DTI), revealing genetic influences on
aspects of fiber architecture that are correlated with intellectual performance (Chiang et al., 2008).

Morphometric analyses are highly automated – often combining images from hundreds of subjects - analyses using
genetic statistical designs can be performed with voxel-based morphometry (Hulshoff Pol et al., 2006), tensor-
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based morphometry (Brun et al., 2008), cortical surface modeling (Lenroot et al., 2007; Schmitt et al., 2008),
subcortical surface modeling (Chou et al., 2008) and DTI (Lee et al., 2008; Chiang et al., 2008). A key direction in
this work is to understand how specific genes contribute to variations in cognition (Gray and Thompson, 2004), and
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to the risk for degenerative brain disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (Hua et al., 2008) or psychiatric illnesses
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such as schizophrenia (Bearden et al., 2008). Even so, with a few exceptions (e.g., the apolipoprotein E4 gene;
Roses et al., 1998; Shaw et al., 2007; Burggren et al., 2008), specific genes that influence normal brain anatomy
and function have been hard to identify. Single gene variations (also known as ‘polymorphisms’) are likely to
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influence the overall architecture of the brain only to a very minor extent. To expedite the search for specific genes,
many researchers have first attempted to identify heritable features of brain structure, i.e., quantitative features in
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images that can be shown to be under strong genetic control. By exploiting the known genetic resemblance of family
members, such as identical and fraternal twins, the relative contribution of genetic and environmental factors to a

MA

trait, such as the volume of a specific brain structure, can be identified. Twin studies have been invaluable for
studying these questions because they provide naturally matched pairs where the confounding effects of a large
number of potentially causal factors are removed by comparing twins who share them (see Thompson et al., 2002,
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and Schmitt et al., 2007, for reviews of twin studies using MRI).
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The most common twin study design examines resemblances among twins raised in the same family environments
(rather than twins raised apart). Monozygotic (identical) twins share all of their genes, while dizygotic (fraternal)

CE

twins share only half of them on average. Because they were born at the same time, and raised in the same family,
DZ twins may be assumed to have roughly similar upbringings (although some research suggests that parents,
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teachers, peers and others may treat identical twins more similarly than fraternal twins; Richardson et al., 2005).
Modern twin studies try to quantify the effect of this shared environment, and that of the unique environment
(individual experiences that shape a person’s life) on a trait of interest. In comparing the similarity between
identical twins to that of fraternal twins, any additional likeness in the first group compared to the second group
may be assigned to genes rather than shared environment. Twin studies have identified observable characteristics
that are under strong genetic influence, including body height, eye color (Bito et al., 1997) and IQ (Plomin et al.,
1994; Posthuma et al., 2002; Gray and Thompson, 2004).

In this study, we investigated the regional heritability of lateral ventricular shape using an automated approach that
creates 3D maps of genetic parameters, on surface models of anatomy. This approach reveals whether a structure is
under genetic control, and to what degree, and also plots the spatially-varying profile of genetic (and environmental)
influences. We mapped genetic influences in 3D rather than analyzing specific numeric summaries, such as
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subvolumes of parcellated brain subregions, to allow for spatially varying profiles of genetic influences within a
structure. This mapping approach is comparable to that of two prior studies (Thompson et al., 2001; Hulshoff Pol
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et al., 2006) that mapped heritability on a voxel-by-voxel basis.
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To illustrate our approach, here we applied a surface extraction algorithm to brain MRI scans of 76 MZ twins (38
pairs) and 56 same-sex DZ twins (28 pairs), automatically extracting 3D anatomical surface models of the
ventricles. No interactive human input is required for this step, other than the initial expert labeling of a small set of
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images. After a fluid segmentation using multiple propagated templates (Chou et al., 2008), a mesh containing
30,000 vertices is generated for each surface. We then performed a quantitative genetic analysis at each of the
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surface vertices, computing maps of heritability using the classical Falconer method (Falconer, 1989), based on
twice the difference between the intraclass correlations (ICC) of MZ and DZ twin pairs. At each surface location on
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the ventricles, we also fitted a structural equation model (Neale and Cardon. 1992), to estimate the proportion of
local anatomical variation attributable to genetic versus common and shared environmental effects. This starts from
a set of covariances empirically estimated between twin pairs on the ventricular maps. The overall goal of this work

ED

is to zero in on promising anatomical measures that may be used in the future to investigate the effects of genes on
brain morphology. We hypothesized that the occipital horns of the ventricles would be more strongly genetically

PT

influenced, as the white matter that surrounds them matures rapidly in early infancy. We hypothesized that the
frontal horns might be more environmentally influenced, in line with prior findings that frontal brain regions have a

CE

more protracted developmental course, and might be more susceptible to environmental variations.

2.1 Subjects
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects included a total of 76 identical (monozygotic, MZ) twins (38 pairs; mean age = 24.6, SD = 1.7; age range
= 21-27; 21 males/17 females) and 56 same-sex fraternal (dizygotic, DZ) twins (28 pairs; mean age = 23.0, SD =
1.8; age range = 20–26; 10 males/18 females; p=0.0032, t-test) who received and high-resolution MRI scans as
part of a 5-year research study of over 1000 individuals (NIH grant: 100MZ pairs, 150 DZ pairs, 200 siblings;
NHMRC: 75 MZ pairs, 75 DZ pairs, 150 siblings; the pilot sample consists of 132 twins as data collection is
ongoing), and had undergone comprehensive neurocognitive evaluation at age 16. There were no significant
differences in means or variances for MZ and DZ twins, for any of the cognitive measures. Cognitive ability was
found to be moderate-highly heritable. High heritability was not just found for the broadest index of cognition
(FIQ) but also for measures of specific cognitive processes (Wright and Martin, 2004). Zygosity was established
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objectively by typing nine independent DNA microsatellite polymorphisms (PIC > 0.7) by using standard
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methods and genotyping. These results were cross-checked with blood group
(ABO, MNS and Rh), and phenotypic data (hair, skin and eye color), giving an overall probability of correct
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zygosity assignment of greater than 99.99%. All subjects underwent physical and psychological screening to
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exclude cases of pathology known to affect brain structure. Twins were excluded if either twin reported a history of
significant head injury, a neurological or psychiatric illness, substance abuse or dependence, or if they had a firstdegree relative with a psychiatric disorder. All twins had previously participated in a study assessing cognition
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when they were 16 (years), for which the exclusion criteria were the same, but with assessment by parental report.
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2.2 Image acquisition and preprocessing
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All MR images were collected using a 4 Tesla Bruker Medspec whole body scanner (Bruker Medical, Ettingen,
Germany) at the Center for Magnetic Resonance (University of Queensland, Australia). Three-dimensional T1weighted images were acquired with an inversion recovery rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence to resolve
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anatomy at high resolution. Acquisition parameters were: inversion time (TI)/repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) =
1500/2500/3.83 msec; flip angle =15°; slice thickness = 0.9 mm with a 256x256x 256 acquisition matrix. All

PT

images were spatially normalized to the ICBM-53 standard template (Mazziotta et al., 2001) with a 6-parameter (3
translations, 3 rotations) rigid-body transformation using the Minctracc algorithm (Collins et al., 1994) for the
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correction of head tilt and alignment, and resampled to 1-mm isotropic voxels. In this way, each individual’s brain
was approximately matched in space, but global differences in brain size and shape remained intact. To equalize
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image intensities across subjects, registered scans were histogram-matched.

2.3 Automated lateral ventricular segmentation

Lateral ventricles were automatically segmented in all scans using a technique that we recently validated and
described in a previous study (Chou et al., 2008). Figure 1 shows the steps used to map multiple surface-based
atlases into single average surface mesh via fluid registration. Briefly, a small subgroup of 4 images (2 males - 1
MZ, 1 DZ, and 2 females - 1MZ, 1 DZ) was randomly chosen and the lateral ventricles were manually traced in
contiguous coronal brain sections using the software MultiTracer (Woods, 2003). To make it easier to create welldefined surface models, the lateral ventricles were divided into anterior, posterior and inferior horns as in our prior
studies (Narr et al., 2001). Lateral ventricular surface models were created in these images and converted into
parametric meshes (Thompson et al., 1996; we will call these 4 labeled image ‘atlases’). We fluidly registered each
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atlas and the embedded mesh models to all other subjects using a nonlinear image registration algorithm (Lepore et
al., 2008; based on Gramkow et al., 1996), treating the deforming image as a viscous fluid governed by the NavierStokes equation, as pioneered by (Christensen et al. 1996). The summed squared intensity difference was chosen as
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the cost function, which is reasonable given the high contrast of ventricular CSF and comparable image intensities
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across subjects scanned with the same imaging protocol. Transformations resulting from the fluid registration were
also applied to the manually traced ventricular boundary using tri-linear interpolation, generating a propagated
contour on the unlabeled images. A mesh averaging technique combined the resulting fluidly propagated surface

SC

meshes for each image. Volumes obtained from the ventricular surface tracings were retained for statistical

MA

2.4 Ventricular shape modeling and statistical maps
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analyses.

Ventricular surface meshes were constructed using a surface-based anatomical modeling approach as previously
detailed in Thompson et al. (1996). Sets of points representing the tissue boundaries from each region were

ED

resampled and made spatially uniform by stretching a regular parametric grid (100 x 150 surface points) over each
surface. Grid-points from corresponding surfaces were then matched across subjects to obtain group average

PT

parametric meshes. For each surface model, a medial curve was derived from the line traced out by the centroid of
the boundary for each ventricular surface model (illustrated in Fig. 2a; red curves). The local radial size was
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defined as the radial distance between a boundary point and its associated medial curve (Fig. 2b). This allows
statistical comparisons of local surface geometry at equivalent 3D surface locations across subjects for subsequent
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analysis of genetic variance. Statistical maps were generated indicating the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
values for MZ and DZ pairs at each ventricular surface point producing a color-coded map. At each point, a p
value was also computed describing the significance of the ICC values, with the null hypothesis that the ICC value
was zero. An advantage of the ventricular mapping analysis, relative to a simple volumetric analysis, is the ability
to localize effects on brain structure in the form of a map, allowing for heritability estimates to vary spatially across
a structure.

2.5 Heritability analyses

Heritability can be defined as the proportion of phenotypic variation that is attributable to genetic variation in a
population (Falconer, 1989). Variation among individuals may be due to genetic and/or environmental factors.
Heritability analyses estimate the relative contributions of differences in genetic and non-genetic factors to the total
phenotypic variance in a population. To determine the proportion of variance attributable to genetic factors,
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heritability analyses were performed for lateral ventricular shape and volume, using two different statistical
approaches: (i) classical heritability analysis (using Falconer’s method; Falconer, 1989) and (ii) maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) using structural equation modeling, also referred to as path analysis (Neale and
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Cardon, 1992). Both methods are described below; both are widely used in twin studies. Assuming a polygenic
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model, a heritability estimate of 0% implies no genetic effects; values close to 100% imply strong genetic
influences.
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2.5.1. Intraclass correlation and Falconer’s estimate
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Intraclass correlation (ICC; Scout and Fleiss, 1979) is a measure of the correlations between pairs of observations,
and is defined as:

σ b2
σ b2 + σ w2

MA

ρ=

(1)
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Here σ b2 is the pooled variance between pairs and σ w2 is the variance of the traits within pairs, which is the meansquare estimate of within-pair variance ( MS within ) if reinterpreted in terms of the mean square in ANOVA.
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σ b2 + σ w2 is the total variance of the measures. If a group is composed of k ratings, then the mean-square estimate

CE

of between-pair variance ( MS between ) equals kσ b2 + σ w2 . From this we get:

MS between − MS within
k

(2)
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σ b2 =

and the expression of ICC is:

( MS between − MS within )
k
ρ=
( MS between − MS within )
+ MS within
k
MS between − MS within
=
MS between + (k − 1)MS within

(3)

The case of twin pairs, k = 2, leads to the following formula for the intraclass correlation:

ICC =

MS between − MS within
MS between + MS within

(4)
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In this study, ICCs was calculated in order to determine the degree of concordance in lateral ventricular shapes in
both the MZ and DZ twin pairs, and we applied the restricted maximum-likelihood (ReML) to estimate variance

(5)
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where n is the number of twin pairs.
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n
MS between − MS within
1
n
−
)
r = max( 0,
n
MS between + MS within
n −1

T

components. The non-negative ReML estimator of the intraclass correlation is:

The advantage of non-negative ReML compared to traditional regression analyses is that it forces r (MZ ) and
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r (DZ ) to lie in the range 0 to 1. Falconer’s method (Falconer, 1989) estimates the heritability as twice the

MA

difference in correlation between MZ and DZ twins, h 2 = 2( r ( MZ ) − r ( DZ )) .
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2.5.2. Structural Equation Modeling

Heritability of the lateral ventricular volumes was also estimated using structural equation modeling, implemented

PT

in the genetic analysis software, Mx GUI (version 1.3.65; Neale and Cardon, 1992). In contrast to Falconer’s
method, in Mx, the phenotypic score is expressed as a linear function of three factors in a structural equation

CE

model: genetic (A), common environmental (C), and unique environmental variance (E) i.e., the environmental
variations that are specific to each individual - the so-called ACE model. The logic behind the design is as follows:
MZ twins are genetically identical (except for rare somatic mutations) while DZ twins, like ordinary full siblings,
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share on average only half of their genetic polymorphisms. As such, when the similarity of MZ twins is greater than
that of DZ twins, this is interpreted as evidence for a genetic influence on a trait. In model fitting, this yields a
significant variance component called A (additive genetic variance). On average, MZ twins are twice as genetically
similar as DZ twins, so heritability is approximately twice the difference in correlation between MZ and DZ twins.
Therefore, if only genes were influencing their traits, and trait similarity was proportional to genetic similarity, MZ
twins’ measures should be twice as similar as DZ twins’. If not, and if DZ twins’ measures are less than half those
of MZ twins’, this indicates that their resemblance is enhanced by shared environmental effects, which yields a
significant variance component called C (common or shared environmental variance) in the model fitting. If MZ
twins, despite sharing all their genes, are not perfectly identical in their measured traits, this indicates that
experiences unique to each twin, and not shared with their co-twin, have reduced the twins’ resemblance. In model
fitting, this yields a significant variance component called E (unique environmental variance), which also includes
all sources of variance due to measurement errors. The observed correlation between MZ twins ( rMZ ) provides an
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estimate of A + C, and the correlation between DZ twins rDZ is an estimate of (1/2)A + C. These two equations
allow us to derive A and C. E is estimated directly by how much the MZ twin correlation deviates from 1 (E = 1 -

T

rMZ ).
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We modeled the covariance structure using the possible combinations of these model parameters (ACE, CE, AE
and E). The maximum likelihood method was used to estimate the model parameters and expected covariance

SC

matrices for both MZ and DZ twins. Then χ 2 values were computed representing the agreement between the
observed and expected covariance matrices. These were first used as goodness of fit indices. A p value of 0.05 or

NU

smaller indicated a lack of fit to the data, and led to rejection of the model. The Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC), computed as χ 2 - 2 d.f., was used to compare the relative fit of different models. Genetic factors tend to

MA

increase correlations between MZ twin pairs, common environmental factors increase intrapair correlations for both
MZ and DZ twin pairs, and unique environmental factors tend to decrease intrapair correlations for both MZ and

ED

DZ twin pairs. The full twin model can be depicted in a path diagram (Figure 3).
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3. RESULTS
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3.1 Shape analysis of the lateral ventricles

Figure 4 shows a boxplot of the intraclass correlations for the radial thicknesses, at all 30000 points on each of the
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left and right lateral ventricles, and for both left and right pooled, without any adjustment (by registration) for the
effects of brain scale. Mean MZ ICCs were generally higher (0.38 [L], 0.33[R], 0.36 [Total]) than the DZ ones
(0.13 [L], 0.21 [R], 0.18 [Total]). DZ twins resemble each other less than MZ twins do for both the left and right
lateral ventricle measures, which gives some initial evidence that genetic factors may influence ventricular shape
differences. Color-coded maps (Fig. 5) show local intraclass correlations between MZ and DZ co-twins and
associated statistical significance maps for radial thickness at each vertex. To assess the significance of the
intraclass correlation coefficients, the expected value of coefficient (r) for each twin pair was transformed into a zscore using Fisher’s r-to-Z transformation (yielding z(r)). These p values were computed pointwise by pairing the
twins with other twins who were not their actual pair to create some scrambled pairings, i.e. by generating a
nonparametric null distribution for z(r) at each ventricular surface point to confirm that the within-pair correlations
differ statistically from zero. To correct for multiple comparisons implicit in performing statistical tests at a large
number of points across the ventricular surface, we computed the false discovery rate (FDR) when thresholding the
resulting maps at p=0.05. The false discovery rate was q=0.0366 for the left ventricles and q=0.0274 for the right
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ventricles in the monozygotic twins, and the false discovery rate was q=0.0019 for the left ventricles and q=0.0007
for the right ventricles in the dizygotic twins. This confirms that the pattern of observed intra-twin correlations
would not be expected to occur by chance. We found that for many regions the MZ and DZ twin correlations were
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of similar value, suggesting the common environmental factors may be important. Falconer’s estimate, which
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computes heritability ( h 2 ) as twice the difference between MZ and DZ correlations, is plotted at each surface point
(Fig. 6a) to reveal the spatial patterns of genetic influences. Heritability estimates are highest in the mid-portion of
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anterior horn and in the posterior horn. Fig. 6b and c show the significance of additive genetic variance (A), and
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common environmental variance (C) by fitting the ACE model at each vertex.

3.2 Volumetric analysis of lateral ventricles
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As a measure of the overall similarity in ventricular volume between the twins, we found that the percentage
volumetric differences between twin pairs was, on average, 5.9% for the MZ twins and 6.1% for the DZ twins.
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These percent differences were computed from the formula |(A-B)|/{(A+B)/2}, where A and B are the ventricular
volumes in each twin, respectively, |A-B| is the absolute value, and the divisor, (A+B)/2, is the average volume for
the twins in the pair. The fact that the DZ similarity is very similar to the MZ twin similarity suggests the lack of a
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strong genetic effect, which, if present, would tend to make the MZ percentage volumetric differences smaller than
the DZ percentage volumetric differences. Also, the average percent difference between unrelated people was found

CE

to be around 10%, based on random permutations in MZ twins (9.9%) and DZ twins (10.5%). MZ and DZ groups
did not differ in average volume (P = 0.29, two-tailed test). Figure 7 shows a scatter plot of the lateral ventricular
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volumes for the MZ and DZ twin pairs. Each circle in the diagram represents a single twin pair and the order of the
first twin and the second twin is random. Volumes are somewhat more highly correlated in MZ twins (ICC = 0.50,
P = 0.01) than in DZ twin pairs (ICC = 0.29, P = 0.05). The greater resemblance of MZ twins provides initial
support for the contribution of genetic factors to differences in lateral ventricular volumes.

Statistical power to detect additive genetic variation under the ACE model was derived analytically for leastsquares, goodness-of-fit and maximum likelihood-based test statistics. The ACE model includes three parameters,
and the significance of each is tested by comparing the reduced models (AE and CE) to the full ACE model to
determine whether the removal of one or more parameters significantly increases the chi-square goodness-of-fit
statistic and thus decreases model fit. The full ACE model was the best-fitting model ( χ 2 = 4.677, P = 0.197, AIC
= -1.323, d.f. = 3) compared to the AE model ( χ 2 = 5.451, P = 0.142, AIC = -2.529, d.f. = 4), CE model ( χ 2 =
4.716, P = 0.194, AIC = -3.284, d.f. = 4) and E model ( χ 2 = 19.481, P = 0.002, AIC = 9.481, d.f. = 5; see Table
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1). Path coefficients for the ACE model that best fitted the lateral ventricular volume data indicated contributions
from genetic factors (A = 7.3%), common environment (C = 38.9%) and unique environment (E = 53.8%).
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3.3 Sex Differences

To determine whether there were sex differences in ventricular shape and volume, a two-tailed alpha level of P <
0.05 was used as the threshold for statistical significance and plotted onto the surface at each point on the ventricles
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with a color code to produce a statistical map, with sex modeled as a binary covariate (male, 0; female, 1). Overall
P values were assigned to the left and right lateral ventricles using permutation testing approach for the observed
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effects that is corrected for multiple comparisons. As shown in Figure 8, significant gender differences were found
in ventricular shape and volume (L: P = 0.0249; R: P = 0.0136). A parallel analysis of sex effects on total
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ventricular volumes failed to detect an effect, when run in MZ groups and DZ group separately, and when MZ and
DZ groups were pooled (P > 0.05). Due to the small sample available to fit many simultaneous coefficients, we did
not attempt to fit a sex interaction in the ACE model. It may require a very large sample to distinguish any sex
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differences, if present, in the degree of genetic or environmental influences.
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4. DISCUSSION
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In this study, we found significant correlation in ventricular shape and volume in both DZ and MZ twins (all
p<0.05, after FDR-based multiple comparisons correction). Although, volumes were somewhat more highly
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correlated in MZ twins (ICC = 0.50, P = 0.01) than in DZ twin pairs (ICC = 0.29, P = 0.05), the percentage
intrapair differences in volume were around 5.9% for the MZ twins and 6.1% for the DZ twins, suggesting evidence
for an environmental effect. The maps of shared environmental components of variance indicated a region of
environmental contribution mainly cluster in ventricular areas adjacent to the caudate head, an area in which rapid
reductions in gray matter volume have been observed during development (Thompson et al., 2000). Path
coefficients for the ACE model that best fitted the lateral ventricular volume data indicated contributions from
genetic factors (A = 7.3%), common environment (C = 38.9%) and unique environment (E = 53.8%). This is
largely in line with prior studies that have included assessments of ventricular volume heritability. To our
knowledge, the largest study of ventricular volume in twins to date was conducted by Schmitt et al. (2007) in 127
MZ twins, 36 DZ twins, and 158 additional unrelated individuals: after adjusting for total brain volume they
reported contributions to overall ventricular volume from genetic factors (A = 17%), common environment (C =
43%) and unique environment (E = 40%). Although their study did not provide spatially detailed maps of these
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influences, their variance components for overall ventricular volume are very similar to ours (though it is worth
noting that their study was in pediatric sample of twins who were on average around 10 years younger than our
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sample).
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The mapping technique implemented here allows for spatially precise mapping of heritability estimates on the
ventricular surface. The mapping approach differentiates, in principle, the effects of multiple overlying structures
with different functions. For example, the evidenced environmental effects mainly cluster in ventricular areas
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adjacent to the caudate head, and this effect may contribute to the environmental component of variance in
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ventricular volumes, observed in past studies (Baare et al., 2001; Wright et al., 2002; Schmitt et al., 2007).
As noted in Table 2, most prior twin studies that included examinations of ventricular morphology have observed
environmental effects on (Baare et al., 2001; Wright et al., 2002; Schmitt et al., 2007) but genetic effects have
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tended to be found only in the larger studies (Pfefferbaum et al, 2000), and not in all larger studies. Baare et al.
(2001). For example, performed one of the larger studies (of 54 MZ twins, 58DZ twins, and 34 siblings, and found
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values of A(0%), C(59%), and E(41%) that support environmental but not genetic influences. In addition to small
sample size, our maps further suggest that the high intraclass correlation for DZ twins, as well as a possibly

PT

spatially varying profile for these environmental effects, may have diminished the power to detect distinct genetic
and environmental effects in most samples.
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Our findings supported some of our a priori hypotheses, but not others. One hypothesis, which takes into
account to the ontogenetic sequence in which structures develop in the embryonic brain, suggests that that

AC

the occipital horns of the ventricles may be more strongly genetically influenced, as the white matter that
surrounds them matures rapidly in early infancy. Our experiments did not find such a genetic effect in the
occipital regions, although the maps in Styner et al. (2005) tend to suggest that there is very high similarity in
the occipital horns between monozygotic twins, and a lesser degree of similarity between normal pairs of
subjects. Even so, neither our study nor that of Styner et al. (2005) could confirm a genetic influence in the
occipital horn region. This may be due to the extremely wide variations in the shape of the occipital horns
across subjects – during development, there is a progressive indentation of the occipital horns by the calcar
avis and primary visual (calcarine) cortex, which cause impressions on the ventricular surfaces and makes
them more curved on their medial surfaces. A genetic effect, if present, may therefore be more readily
detected by modeling the visual cortex directly or by greatly expanding the sample size (which will be
possible in future). The same “ontogeny hypothesis” suggests that the frontal horns might be more
environmentally influenced, in line with prior findings that frontal brain regions have a more protracted
developmental course, and might be more susceptible to environmental variations. This result is partially

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
supported by our findings, as we did find environmental influences in regions of the frontal horns. Even so, a
far larger sample would be required to have sufficient power to detect whether environmental influences were
proportionally greater in posterior-to-anterior gradient. We suggest that this hypothesis, of greater
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environmental influence on structures with a more protracted maturational time-course, has been invoked in
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the schizophrenia research literature to suggest why frontal brain regions might be more vulnerable to
psychosis (Cannon et al., 2002; Vidal et al., 2006).
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A minor limitation of this study is that the mean age of the DZ twins (23.0 years) is roughly one standard deviation
below the mean age of the MZ twins (24.6 years; p=0.0032, t-test), a difference of 1.6 years. This is a significant

NU

but very small difference and is unlikely to impact on the estimation of the different genetic and environmental
variance components derived from structural equation modeling. We recently estimated the rate of changes in brain

MA

morphology during mid-adolescence in healthy normal subjects (age 13-18), and found that the rate of ventricular
expansion is around 0-1% per year (Gogtay et al., 2008), although it may be accelerated in subjects with
psychiatric illness. In line with intuition, the rates of change in brain morphometry also slow down and plateaus

ED

between the teenage years and the early twenties (Hua et al., 2007), the age range examined here (20-26 years). As
such the difference in mean ventricular volume associated with age effects would be expected to be less than 1%,

PT

and not likely to substantially affect the variance components estimated here. We also regressed age versus

CE

ventricular volume and found that there was no detectable effect of age across our sample (p = 0.77).
In our surface-based maps, we also found that there were sex differences in ventricular shape, with several regions
(indicated in red in Figure 8), where the ventricles are thinner in women, when data are not adjusted for overall

AC

differences in brain scale. This sex difference is significant on both left and right by permutation testing, but not
detected using volume measures (Giedd et al., 1996 and Lenroot et al., 2007). Because our analyses considered
same sex twin pairs only, these sex differences did not confound the analysis of intra-pair differences that underlies
the covariance estimation and genetic analyses. Even so, future analyses in samples large enough to assess sex x
heritability interactions may be of interest. Given that structural brain development has a marginally different
trajectory and time-course in men and women, and may be influenced by levels of gonadal steroids that differ
between the sexes, it is possible that the pattern of environmental or genetic influences may show sex differences as
well.

Unfortunately, our deformation-based segmentation method may not be optimal for mapping the inferior horns of
the ventricles, since healthy subjects typically have very low volumes of ventricular CSF in the inferior horns, and
their geometry appears extremely narrow on coronally resliced MRI (typically a millimeter or less in width). When

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
a structure such as the inferior horn is less than a millimeter thick, at the standard resolution of MRI, each
component voxel tends to contain gray and/or white matter as well as CSF. Both voxel-based tissue classifiers and
deformation based models may have difficulty in recovering the geometry accurately. In other studies, the superior
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and posterior ventricular horns tend to show higher effect sizes for disease (Thompson et al., 2004, 2008) and
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genetic (e.g., ApoE) effects (Chou et al., 2008), perhaps partly because the error in segmenting them is much less
as a proportion of their overall volume and the percentage difference in volume in disease is extremely large. In
theory, an inferior horn template could be propagated into new scans using a fluid registration approach, but it

SC

would be hard to propagate accurately onto controls in regions with very limited CSF, as large localized
contractions (i.e., compressions of the template) would be needed. The fluid prior in the registration enforces a
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spatial smoothness in the deformation that limits very large localized compressions. In our tensor-based
morphometry (TBM) studies, we have found that the smoothness of the deformation fields may limit the accuracy

MA

of the fluid registration for relatively small-scale structures (Hua et al., 2007).

Ironically, the fact that ventricular structure is not heavily genetically influenced in young adulthood does not mean
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that it is not heavily genetically influenced in old age. The apolipoprotein E (ApoE) gene is located on chromosome
19 with three alleles (ApoE2, ApoE3, ApoE4) (Zannis et al., 1982), and ApoE4 increases and ApoE2 decreases

PT

susceptibility to AD (Corder et al., 1993; Saunders et al., 1993; Blacker et al., 2007). We recently found that in
elderly normal subjects, ApoE4 carriers had greater ventricular expansion that non-carriers (Chou et al., 2008), and
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normal ApoE2 carriers – which make up around 1/6 of the healthy elderly population – showed lesser ventricular
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expansion than carriers of the commonest genotype, ApoE3/3 (Hua et al., 2008).

As progressive ventricular enlargement is typical during both normal aging and dementia, degenerative brain
changes in later life may be slowed or accelerated by genes in regions where those same genes may not have a
profound influence on early brain morphology. Even so, Shaw et al. (2006) found an effect of ApoE genetic
variants on entorhinal cortex morphology in young normal subjects, suggesting early gene-dependent differences in
regions susceptible to neurodegeneration up to 50 years later.

Relevance of Ventricular Measures. Ventricular changes reflect atrophy in surrounding structures, and
ventricular measures and surface-based maps provide sensitive assessments of tissue reduction. These measures
correlate with cognitive deterioration in several illnesses such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), (Chou et al., 2008 and
Thompson et al., 2004a), HIV/AIDS (Thompson et al., 2006) and schizophrenia (Narr et al., 2001), and offer a
potential approach to evaluate disease progression in large-scale drug trials. However, this morphometric feature is
non-specific and occurs in many other brain diseases, and its variability in healthy controls is not sufficiently

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
understood. If ventricular structure was highly heritable, for example, it would motivate the use of family or
discordance designs when studying ventricular measures of disease, because siblings who differ in disease status
but share around half of their genes would tend to have similar morphology, allowing disease-specific differences to
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be detected more powerfully given the smaller background noise. This ‘sibling subtraction’ approach has been
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successful in identifying non-genetic deficits and characterizing the effects of risk genes and their associated
morphometric correlates in schizophrenia (Cannon et al., 2002, 2005). In studies where ventricular variation is
linked with disease, it is important to know if the sources of variation are at least partly genetic, because family or
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twin designs would then be useful in adjusting out this type of non-disease-related variation to obtain a more
powerful effect size when aiming to detect a disease-specific effect, or a factor that might modulate disease. Some
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diseases that are highly heritable, such as autism, also show ventricular differences (Vidal et al., 2008), so it is of
interest to know whether normal ventricular morphology is genetically influenced. Styner et al. (2005), performed

MA

a landmark study of lateral ventricular shape in twins discordant for schizophrenia, and in healthy twins,
examined the effects of disease and whether they were genetically influenced. Because they detected an effect
of genetics but not of disease on lateral ventricular shape, they suggested that genetics may have a stronger

ED

influence on the shape of lateral ventricles than do the disease-related changes in twins with schizophrenia.
They also created average distance maps that suggested that MZ pairs and DZ pairs both showed greater

PT

similarity than normal pairings created by randomly sampling unrelated individuals from the MZ and DZ
groups. It must be conceded that ventricular measures were more popular in the early days of computed

CE

tomography and MRI, while morphometry now focuses more on specific structures such as the hippocampus and
cortex, often using voxel-based approaches to create maps of structural differences. Even so, a recent editorial
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(Weiner, 2008) and several large studies of epidemiological cohorts (Carmichael et al, 2007a, 2007b) have
underscored the value of ventricular change as a very powerful predictor of future clinical decline in the prodrome
of Alzheimer’s disease, and as a potential surrogate marker for drug trials. As a result it has practical value for
neuroscience to disentangle the sources of morphological variation in the ventricles, as any phenotypes showing
genetic variance could be analyzed for allelic effects (e.g. ApoE4; Chou et al., 2008; Hua et al., 2008, or genetic
variance could be adjusted out using genetically informative designs (e.g., twin or family studies).

A multitude of potential global and local, genetic and non-genetic factors that are likely to impact on the adjacent
gray and white matter structures of the lateral ventricles, over the human lifespan. As such, a more direct modeling
of the caudate nucleus, basal ganglia, and thalamus would be needed to detect whether they share the same genetic
influences as the adjacent regions on the ventricles. Any common genetic influences on ventricles and surrounding
white matter, for example, could be identified using a cross-twin cross-trait design, which can identify common

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
genetic influences of different structures (or different traits in general). In normal aging, gray and white matter
reductions occur with cellular atrophy and myelin reduction over the human lifespan, and follow a stereotypical
temporal trajectory (Sowell et al., 2003). As the twins here are all young adults, so we note that the effects of aging
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on the ventricles, which is the most prominent known predictor of ventricular morphology, may skew or modify the
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pattern of genetic versus environmental influences. Some studies of twins cover a broad enough age range to begin
to seek out interactions between age and heritability, but very large samples are required to detect age x heritability

SC

interactions (e.g., 600 subjects including 308 twins in Lenroot et al., 2007, Schmitt et al., 2008a, 2008b).
Several specific factors might alter ventricular morphology over the lifespan. In utero, the pattern of occipital horn

NU

asymmetry is already observable on ultrasound and is thought to be caused by an asymmetric structural
development of the overlying left hemisphere language areas, causing the occipital horn to protrude further

MA

posteriorly in the left hemisphere. Such a process in utero is likely to be more heavily influenced by
neurodevelopmental genetic programs than by environmental factors, although the distinction is blurred as such
processes are regulated by growth factors whose production may also respond to environmental factors (e.g.,

ED

nutrition). It is also plausible, but not confirmed empirically, that environmental factors that have a bearing on
cognition (education, nutrition, childhood illness or infection, or exercise) may also influence brain morphology. We

PT

previously examined the profile of caudate growth in childhood (Thompson et al., 2000) as well as cortical
development from ages 4 to 21 (Gogtay et al., 2004), and found that the pattern of gray matter reduction in some

CE

regions is accompanied by white matter growth. Since synaptic pruning, dendritic simplification, myelination, and
glial effects contribute to these changes, it is likely that the ventricular morphology is affected by all of these

AC

mechanisms.

Most earlier genetic studies using MRI in twins found that many aspects of neuroanatomy are highly heritable.
Area measurements of the corpus callosum showed heritability estimates between 79 and 94% (Oppenheim et al.,
1989; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000; Scamvougeras et al., 2003; Hulshoff Pol et al., 2006). Pfefferbaum et al. (2001)
also used diffusion imaging on a data set of 15 MZ and 18 DZ twin pairs of elderly men, and reported that the
microstructural coherence of callosal white matter fibers showed significant heritability of FA (65%). Cerebral lobe
volumes were found to be 65% heritable using a MRI dataset comprising 72 MZ and 67 DZ twin pairs (Geschwind
et al., 2002). Measures of surface morphology, including gyral and surface curvature, surface area and cortical
depth were also found to be highly correlated in MZ twin pairs (White et al., 2002). Furthermore, the volume of the
cerebellum (Posthuma et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2002), the hippocampus (Sullivan et al., 2001) and Wernicke’s
region (Thompson et al., 2001) were all shown to be particularly influenced by genetic factors. These findings
suggest that genetic factors account for a large part of the individual variance in brain structures. Highly heritable

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
brain morphometric measures provide biological markers for inherited neuroanatomical phenotypes, that may serve
as targets for genetic studies and offer a compelling alternative to categorically defined disease syndromes.
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Some genetic studies have gone beyond heritability analyses to association or linkage designs that implicate specific
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genes in structural variations. To date, these have all been studies of subjects with brain disorders rather than
healthy individuals (Pietiläinen et al., 2007). It is easier to identify candidate genes that may associate with a deficit

SC

by first determining which genetic polymorphisms are commonly overexpressed in specific patient populations.

A third and complementary approach to elucidate gene effects on anatomy and function is to study monogenic

NU

disorders, in which a known genetic deletion can profoundly alter brain development. Fragile X syndrome is an
example of a disease associated with a single genetic mutation, which is responsible for the overproduction of a

MA

protein that regulates dendritic pruning (FMRP), and is associated with abnormally enlarged basal ganglia,
immediately adjacent to the lateral ventricles (Lee et al., 2006; Gothelf et al., 2007). The specific genetic difference
in the case of Fragile X is not necessarily germane to understanding genetic variations in healthy subjects, but it is
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notable as a known genetic cause for a very prominent difference in caudate anatomy. Characteristic morphometric
signatures associated with other genetic disorders of development, such as 22q11 deletion syndrome, are reviewed

PT

in (Bearden et al., 2007a; see also Bearden et al., 2006, 2008).

CE

Finally, we note that the surface-based genetic mapping approach proposed here is general and could be adapted to
other methods for automated structure extraction (e.g., Morra et al., 2008), to reveal environmental effects on the
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hippocampus, basal ganglia, and even fiber pathways (Chiang et al., 2008).

FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Mapping multiple surface-based atlases into new subjects’ scans via fluid registration. N images (subsequently called
atlases) were randomly selected from the sample and the lateral ventricles are manually traced and converted into surface mesh models.
N new ventricular models were then produced by fluid registration of each image to a different atlas. The N surface meshes per subject
were integrated by simple mesh averaging for each individual subject (see Chou et al., 2008, for details). In this study, we set N = 4,
which gave good results in our prior work.

Fig. 2. Ventricular Surface Modeling: (a) Medial curves (red), equidistant from each surface, were derived from mesh representations
of the anterior, poster and inferior horns of the lateral ventricles. (b) The radial distance of each ventricular boundary point to a medial
curve can be interpreted as a local thickness and plotted in color with blue (red) points being closer to (farther from) the medial core.
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The parts of the lateral ventricles discussed in the paper follow the terminology indicated in (b): left, right, anterior, posterior are
considered from the patient’s point of view (see Thompson et al., 2004, and Chou et al., 2008, for additional details).
Fig. 3. Structural equation model for the classical ACE design. Three latent variables (circles) are denoted by A (additive genetic), C
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(shared environment), and E (unique environment); phenotypes are shown as squares. Single-headed arrows represent causal paths;

α represents the genetic

RI
P

double-headed arrows represent correlations (a double-headed arrow to the same variable denotes its variance).

correlation between twin pairs (1 for MZ pairs; 0.5 for DZ pairs). Genetic factors tend to increase correlations within MZ twin pairs;
common environmental factors tend to increase intrapair correlations for both MZ and DZ twin pairs; unique environmental factors tend

SC

to decrease intrapair correlations for both MZ and DZ twin pairs.

Fig. 4. ICC values of radial ventricular thickness for the left, right and total lateral ventricles in MZ and DZ twin pairs. Box

NU

plots are formed by drawing a line at the median and a box between the lower and upper quartiles. Any data observation that lies more
than 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) lower than the first quartile or 1.5 times the IQR higher than the third quartile is considered
an outlier; whiskers indicate the most extreme values, on either side of the median, that are not outliers. Thus the box plot identifies the

MA

middle 50% of the data, the median, and the extreme points.

Fig. 5. Color-coded maps show regional radial thickness correlations in MZ and DZ twins for the left and right lateral ventricles, and

ED

their significance at each surface point. Note the high resemblance among identical twins, and weaker resemblance among fraternal
twins.

2
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Fig. 6. Color-coded maps for (a) heritability, h , of radial thickness at each vertex between MZ and DZ twin pairs reveal the spatial
patterns of genetic influences measured by Falconer’s formula. (b) and (c) show the significance of the additive genetic variance term
(A), and the common environmental variance term (C) respectively.
3

Fig. 7. Scatter plot of ventricular volumes ( cm ) in MZ and DZ twins. Each circle represents a twin pair (the order is random). The
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correlation within MZ twin pairs is higher than that in DZ twin pairs as measured by ICC coefficients.

Fig. 8. Maps of Sex Differences. These maps show the significance of differences in ventricular shape associated with sex at each
surface point. In the red colored regions, ventricles are thinner in women, when data are not adjusted for overall differences in brain
scale. The sex difference is significant on both left and right by permutation testing, but not detected using volume measures.

Table 1. Parameters estimates for the ACE, CE, AE and E Model on the observed ventricular volume values.

Table 2. Twin studies of lateral ventricular volumes
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